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Are you ready for my pirate joke?
Question: What is a pirate’s favourite subject at school?
Answer: Aaaaaaaaaaaaarrrrrt

Ahoy there me hearties. Are you ready for some more pirate fun?
Have a dance along with the Tweenies.
https://safeYouTube.net/w/HluM

Storytime
This story reminds me of another story we have read. Do you know which
one? After you have listened to the story can you tell an adult what
happened at the beginning, middle and end.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oZ1Q_f7JJ8E

Drawing
After the impressive superheroes you sent me last week, I
can’t wait to see your pirates.
https://safeYouTube.net/w/xiuM

Number Song
Can you subtract with a pirate? Are you quicker than the pirate? Can
you tell an adult what happens when you subtract from another
number? Does the number get bigger or smaller?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QkPa9V2wtZs

What shapes can you find in this pirate picture?

How many circles, rectangles, triangles and squares can you find?
Phonics
In this lesson you will learning to read loner words with more than one phoneme.
https://safeYouTube.net/w/oeuM

In this lesson you are recapping the phonemes ow, oi and ear.
https://safeYouTube.net/w/M0uM
Remember only choose one.

Float and sink

The pirates made the Troll walk the plank before they found out he can cook. What can you
make walk the plank?
Collect 10 objects that you don’t mind getting wet. Write a list of the objects you have
found. Put a tick if they float a cross if they sink.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Pencil √
Rubber x
Coin x
Barbie √
Plastic cup √

Next you need to find something to use as the sea – the bath is a good option, or a bowl of
water.
You could even invent a plank for the objects to walk down.
Make the objects walk the plank. Which ones floated? Make these into one group. Which
ones sank? Make these into another group. How many in each group? Did any of the objects
surprise you? Put a tick or a cross by the object on your list.

Walk the Plank
After all that yoga last week why not pretend to walk the plank yourself.
Put string or sticky tape on the floor and see if you can balance on the
straight line. Be careful not to fall off. Challenge yourself can you hop,
walk or jump along the plank.

